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HOW DOES THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF LIVING MATERIAL
INFLUENCE SOUND SCATTERING IN THE SEA?
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Evaluation oj the relative contribution oj the living objects with different sizes to sound
scattering at sea is presented. The relative contribution to the total seattering depends on two
jactors: size spectrum oj oceanie biomass and individual scattering properties oj organisms.
Various coefficients in the pow er function describing dependence oj biomass concentration
on individual size are tested and compared. Simple "high-pass" model oj seattering is used.
Flesh and swimbladder contributions are considered separately.

INTRODUCTION

A general formula for the distribution of the entire oceanie biomass, valid for all species
from bacteria to whales, has been suggested in 1972 by Sheldon, Prakash and Sutcliffe [6].
This principle reveals roughly equal mass concentrations in logarithmically equal size
categories. According to an ambiguous explanation of the abscissa, which is a particle
diameter in Fig.2 of the above mentioned paper [6] and an individual particle volume in the
text, this result becomes a source of two different size spectra formulations [3, 4].

If we assume that biomass is roughly equal in logarithmically equal volume intervals,
then

2Yj 4Yj

jN(V)VdV = jN(V)VdV. (la)
2Yj

Integration leads to the expression
N(V)=C

J
V-2 ~ N(a)=B

J
a-6• (lb)

Alternatively understood concept of "flat biomass spectrum" assuming that mass
concentration is approximately equal in logarithmically equal radiu s categories
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2u! 4u)

fN(a)Vda = fN(a)Vda (2a)
a,

grves
2ul 4a)

fN(a)a3da = fN(a)a3da => N(a)= B2a-4. (2b)
2a,

In each case, concentration ofthe oceanie living matter is described by a power function:
N(a)=Ba-K

• (3)
Since animals in the sea will be the major source of the backscattered sound waves, the

interesting question arises: what is the influence of the shape of the function N(a) on the
sound scattering efficiency and which types of marin e organisms are responsible for the
scattering of acoustic waves at specified frequencies. To solve this problem one has to
integrate the expression for the to tal backscattering cross-section of the unit volume in the
limit from the minimum size till some specified size and compare it with the analogous
integral embracing the entire radius interval [amin, amax]. The coefficient of volume
backscattering (the total backscattering cross-section per unit volume) is defined in the
following way:

(4)
o

In order to evaluate Sv, the function describing biomass spectrum and appropriate model of
scattering should be used. Integral function is a produet of a monotonically decreasing
function N(a) and increasing Gbla), so our interest will focus on the trend of function N ·Gbs.
We expect the decreasing character of this product, in that case only the process of integration
will converge.

l. SCATTERING MODEL S

There exist various mathematical models describing the target strength of organisms
with different degrees of complexity. There are different mechanisms of scattering for
different types of zooplankton [e.g. 1,2, 5, 7, 8]. Generally, there are two parallel ways of
modelIing based on the linearity principle:
• scattering models for single (individual) objects, often based on fitting the mathematical

description to the experimental results
• scattering models for mixtures of organisms with different sizes, shapes, elastic

parameters and spatial orientations.
Models of the first kin d have an evident modal, oscillating structure. The effect of
measurement of target strength of the individual object TS is characterised by large
fluctuations between consecutive transmissions resulting from the animai movement and
change in its tilt angle. In order to determine the mean value of TS we average the results of
many realisations and then the modal structure disappears. Similarly, when we are mea sur ing
the mixture of various species, sizes and orientations, the modal structure is invisible.

For our purpose, we have chosen the so-called "high-pass" model of TS, originally
introduced by Johnson [5] to describe sound scattering on the fluid sphere, and developed by
Stanton [7] to describe scattering on the sphere, prolate spheroid, straight and bent cylinders,
made of any materials: fluid, gas, elastic Ol' rigid. For elongated bodies the Stanton's model is
valid for broadside incidence. Both models are qui te sufficient to calculate the intensity of
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sound backscattered on the aggregations of different type and different size of animals. The
sphere model is the simplest of them, but ellipsoid and cylinder models additionally take into
account the elongated shape and spatial orientation of the scatterer. According to Stanton [7]
backscattering cross-section Gbs of any object can be written as:

X XY Y
G bs = ----- X" = X-- - = -l--Y' (5)

1+-- -- +Y __ o +---
YR2 R2 R2 X

where X and Y are the exact expressions for Gbs valid 111 specified object size - sound
frequency regions of scattering (ka domains):

X= Gb.,(ka«1,jluid),
y = Gb.,(ka>>1, rigid/fixed).

Expressions for X and Y for different shapes of scatterers are shown in Table l,

ac scattenng cross-sections or a« an a» or 1

X Y
sphere a2 (ka)\x;s 1 2-a

4
ellipsoid 1 2 ( r 2

...!..L
2

9 L ka «:
16

bent cylinder .!.L2(k ta 2 H2 1
- P a4 a rrc 4 e

D k dk l D different shapes of scatterers,Table 1. B k

where:
a -radius of sphere or semi-minor axis of ellipsoid or radius of cylinder,
L -ellipsoid major axis or cylinder length,
k - wave number,
Pc - radius of curvature of bent cylinder ,

H 1 1Pe,(L)=2+2Lszn Pc '
R = 1- gh _ Rayleigh reflection coefficient,

1+ gh

1- gh2 l-ga = ..----.+-------
ns 3gh2 1+2g'

1- gh2 1-g
a = +--

ne 2gh2 1+ g
and g and h are density and sound speed contrasts

P / c/
g=- h=-,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
p., <,

where indexfconcerns fish body and w relates to water. Values of all parameters important in
the model, both for fluid body and for gas in swimbladder, are reported in Table 2.
In the asymptotic domains the model (5) behaves as follows:
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ka=s t) X~O x. ~O
y abs ~X (5a)

ka~oo X~oo
y

<=> -~O
X

fi fluid bod d

<=> a bs ~ YR2 (5b)

T bl 2 M d l . bl da e o e parameters or Ul o ay an gas swrm a der.
g h a,,/ a,,/ R2

Csph c: Cb<yl

fluid 1.043 1.052 0.0034 0.0077 0.0021 6.366 6.387 3.593H2 L2/oca
gas 0.00129 0.218 2.96'107 6.65'107 0.9989 1.2·10~ 1.2·10~ 6.66'107

. H2 L2/Pca

For all of these models, the long-wave region of scattering is determined by a and the
geometrical region is eontrolled by the ref1ection coefficient R:

ab.\'- a2 for ka <1,
abs-R2 forka>l. (11)

Shape elongation at constant volume makes the minor axis of ellipsoid or cylinder radius
decreasing

a o: (Lla)"f/3 ,
where Lra is major axis to serni-minor axis ratio (prolate spheroid) or length to radiu s ratio
(cylinder). It is shown in Fig. l. On the other hand, in both cases, increasing Lla causes TS in
asymptotic area (ka~oo) to increase:

l3'
for ellipsoid: a = J.... L2 R 2 oc(!:.-) 3 (12)

bs 16 a'

forbentcylinder: abs =~pcaR2 oc(~)X. (13)

Changing an Lla ratio from 10 to 40 results in the following rising of TS:

TS( L = 40) _ TS(!- = 10) = {8 dB for ellipsoid
a a 2 dB for ben! cylinder

This means that the effect of elongation will be stronger in the ellipsoid case. Fig.2 illustrates
the dependence of target strength on frequency for all three model shapes, for the constant
volume V=100 crrr' and for Lla=20. It was assumed p/L=2 for bent cylinder. There are
almost no differences in the long-wave scattering region, but in the geometrie region the
elongated figures seatter more sound than the sphere of the same volume.

2. RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT SIZE ORGANISMS TO THE TOTAL
SOUND SCATTERING

The function
af N(a)a b'(a )da

U(a a ) = ~-';"------
'max a

JN(a)a bs (a )da

(14)

ami.,

allows us to evaluate the relative contribution of the objects with equivalent spherical radii
less than a to the total scattering. In the case ofpower law size dependence ofbiomass (3) and
the "high-pass" model ofscattering (5), the volume backscattering coefficient takes the form:
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(15)

where B, C and D do not depend on the integration variable ka. Quantities C and D depend on
the shape and material of the object, and in the case of bent cylinder, on the degree of
elongation Lra and curvature p/L (see Table 3).

Table 3. Expressions for C and D from formula (15) for different shapes.
C D

sphere

ellipsoid

bent cylinder

For marine organisms without swimbladder the relative contribution to scattering can be
described by the function:

XOlin

(16)

where Xmin = kamil" Xmax = ka-«: The integral function
6-K

f(x)=-~---
I+Cx4

(17)

is a function of variable ka and depends on the exponent Kand constant C. The result of
integration obviously depends on the shape of integral function, which possess the maximum
only for some types ofthe power distribution N(a)~a·K, namely for 2 <K ~6. For K =6,jmax =1
at xlIlax=O,for other cases we have:

[

6 _ K ](6-K);4

C(K - 2)f rnax = -_..._....(;~-K-- (18a)
1+---··-

K -2

2<K ~6 (18b)

Fig.3 shows the function f(x) for different values of coefficient Kand sphere model
(C=6.366). Fig.4 presents the same function (17) for K = 4 and different values of the quantity
C. It can be seen that f(x) (17) has the non-zero values for ka<l only. Fig.5 shows the
dependence of Xmax andj;nax on C for three values of K. Increasing C causes the maximum of
the integral function to lower and to move towards smaller values of the argument. When K
increases, the maximum of the integral function moves towards zero and its value rises.
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Fig.2. Target strength vs frequency for different
scatterer shapes (V=100 crrr', Lla=20, p/L=2).

FigA. Integral function (17) for different C
values (K = 4).

For organisms equipped with swimbladder the seattering becomes important already in
the long-wave region due to large elasticity of gas. Backscattering cross-section of fish with
swimbladder is a sum of backscattering cross-section of the fluid body and of backscattering
cross-section of the gas swimbladder:

O'bs =0' bsJ +0' bs,sb' (19)

lt is often assumed in fisheries acoustics that to ensure neutral buoyancy the swimbladder
volume should stand for 5% of the total fish volume

r: = 0,05 VI' (20)
If we assume that the swimbladder shape is similar to the whole organism shape, then the
swimbladder radius or its serni-minor axis can be described as:

h Y =20-13'asb =Y aI' w ere (21)
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In such a case, the to tal backscattering cross-section of the unit volume can be expressed as
follows:

fN( i; ()d BD kK-3 f (Jca)6-K () 6 K-3 f (ka)6-K ()
a fJ bs a a = I ---()4 d ka + BDsbY k - -;;--(- )4d ka

l + elka l +Y c; ka (22)

So, in the case of swimbladder fish, the relative contribution to scattering takes more
complicated form as compared to (15):

a 6-K a 6-K

Dl f t:C7dx+y6Dsb f ~XC7dy
U(a,amax)=--"-"""------.!..--.--~. _~...5'"'.__ sb - (23)

D "'f'"-.!...6~~-dx + y 6D "mf",--.!..6-~_dx
I 1+ CX4 sb l + C X4

amin amin sb

Both terms of the above expression have maxima located in different areas - swimbladder at
ka<0.05 and f1esh at ka close to l, and what is important, there are 5 orders of difference in
the height of these maxima.

The calcu!ations of U(a,amaJ were carried out from amin=O.l mm to amax=l m,
frequency f = l, 10 and 100 kHz, three shapes of scatterers, K= 3, 4, 5, 6. Fig.6 is an example
of such calculations for the prolate spheroid. lt presents U(a,ama\J for the frequency 10kHz
and for four values of K. The left part concerns fish body only, the right one - body and
swimbladder. lt allows estimating the size of scatterer at which some fixed percent of tota!
scattering takes place. If we consider, for example, K = 4, then we can state that organisms
with equivalent spherical radius ae,'ph smaller than 120 mm are responsible for 90% of
scattering in the no-swimbladder case and that organisms with equivalent spherical radius
ae,sph smaller than 6 mm seatter 90% of the entire acoustic energy in the swimb!adder case.
The bigger K is, the stronger is that effect. The frequency is also substantial, because it
determines the ka-threshold between long wave and short wave seattering regions
characterised by weak and strong scattering, respectively. Such calculations make sense only
for the cases near to "saturation", when the integral function is tending asymptotically to zero
(for K >3 oniy). In the other cases, the objects bigger than amax, from beyond the integration
interval, give the relevant contribution to scattering. The results of calculations for two other
shapes of scatterers (sphere and bent cylinder) and for different degree of elongation are
almost the same as presented for ellipsoid in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. Relative contribution of the objects with equivalent spherical radii less than a to seattering for
different K (f = 10kHz).

So far, our consideration did not concem the resonance of the swimbladder, which is
crucia1 in the case of scattering on fish. The resonance is connected with very strong
vibrations of gas in the region of ka ::::;0.01. If we assume that the smallest fish with a
swimb1adder has ae,sph = 2 mm, then the radius of its swimb1adder is - 0.8 mm. This gives the
resonance frequency approximately 4-5 kHz. All the bigger fish will possess bigger
swimbladders resonating below 4 kHz. Therefore, the majority of frequencies used in
fisheries acoustics are located below the resonance peak, but still on its declining slope.

3. DISCUSSION

It has been shown that for statistical distribution of the marine biomas s of the form
N(a) = Ba-K and for the "high-pass" model of scattering, the relative contribution to
scattering reaches the maximum value l for different values of scatterer size, which depends
on the character of the size spectrum and the frequency of sound. The higher frequency and
the higher value of K is, the smaller is this critical size above which there is no relevant
scattering.
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